Structure-based prediction of insertion-site preferences of transposons into chromosomes
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ABSTRACT

Mobile genetic elements with the ability to integrate genetic information into chromosomes can cause disease over short periods of time and shape genomes over eons. These elements can be used for functional genomics, gene transfer and human gene therapy. However, their integration-site preferences, which are critically important for these uses, are poorly understood. We analyzed the insertion sites of several transposons and retroviruses to detect patterns of integration that might be useful for prediction of preferred integration sites. Initially, we found that a mathematical description of DNA-deformability, called $V_{\text{step}}$, could be used to distinguish preferential integration sites for Sleeping Beauty (SB) transposons into a particular 100 bp region of a plasmid [G. Liu, A. M. Geurts, K. Yae, A.R. Srinivassan, S.C. Fahrenkrug, D.A. Largaespada, J. Takeda, K. Horie, W. K. Olson and P. B. Hackett (2005) J. Mol. Biol., 346, 161–173]. Based on these findings, we extended our examination of integration of SB transposons into whole plasmids and chromosomal DNA. To accommodate sequences up to 3 Mb for these analyses, we developed an automated method, ProTIS®, that can generate profiles of predicted integration events. However, a similar approach did not reveal any structural pattern of DNA that could be used to predict favored integration sites for other transposons as well as retroviruses and lentiviruses due to a limitation of available data sets. Nonetheless, ProTIS® has the utility for predicting likely SB transposon integration sites in investigator-selected regions of genomes and our general strategy may be useful for other mobile elements once a sufficiently high density of sites in a single region are obtained. ProTIS analysis can be useful for functional genomic, gene transfer and human gene therapy applications using the SB system.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile genetic vectors have been harnessed for genetic studies in model organisms and are being developed as agents for gene-therapy in humans (1–3). For example, the awakening of the Sleeping Beauty (SB) transposon system as a powerful tool for insertional mutagenesis to identify oncogenes (4,5) and other classes of genes (6,7) complements retroviral vectors, which have been used for decades (8). Importantly, understanding the parameters that affect integration of vectors is required to appreciate fully the results of their applications.

Although transposons and some retroviruses integrate in virtually all regions of host genomes, their integration is not random (9–18). Weak consensus sequences have been described surrounding the sites of integration for retroviruses (16,19) and transposable elements (20,21). However, the
most-favored integration sites do not always conform to these sequences (6). In addition to specific-sequence recognition, DNA structural characteristics, including protein-induced deformability, A-philicity and bendability, have been shown to influence binding of proteins (22). Although these structural characteristics are sequence-dependent, two dissimilar sequences can have similar structural patterns. As a result, distinct preferred integration sites may not match consensus sequences, but rather share similar structural patterns. Unique patterns of these DNA structural characteristics at integration sites have been reported for retroviruses and lentiviruses (19), P-elements (20) and SB transposons (21,23) that may contribute to mechanisms that differentiate potential loci for integration of mobile genetic elements. We previously used a mathematical description of DNA ‘deformability’ called $V_{\text{step}}$ to identify shared structural patterns among several preferred integration sites for SB transposons into a short 100 bp region of a target plasmid (23). DNA deformation is characterized by a non-uniform twisting of the double helix, alteration in the spacing between the base pairs at the integration site and localized tilting of the target site such that the axis around the insertion site is off center. This initial analysis did not answer the question of whether these parameters can be used to effectively predict integration site preferences into chromosomal DNA in mammalian genomes nor whether other integrating vectors followed similar rules.

Here we describe our strategy of using a small dataset of high-density integrations into a defined region of DNA to formulate rules that govern integration-site preferences in lengths of chromatin of more than 3 Mb. To analyze such long stretches of DNA, we developed an algorithm for rapidly scanning DNA sequences to predict favored sites of integration of mobile elements into mammalian chromosomes. We used SB transposons as a model element to establish a method for finding and testing rules that govern integration-site preferences. We used two datasets from forward-genetic studies to verify the predictions made by our algorithms and then examine potential integration preferences for two other transposons as well as retroviral and lentiviral vectors.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Algorithm for determining the $V_{\text{step}}$ profile of SB transposon integration sites**

Figure 1 illustrates the steps in establishing $V_{\text{step}}$ profiles for a given TA site. We developed a Perl script, called ProTIS® (Profiler of Transposon Insertion Sites), to analyze automatically every TA site in an input sequence file (up to 20 Mb tested). For each TA dinucleotide in the input sequence, the script extracts 5 bases on each side of the TA dinucleotide and translates the 12-base sequence into a series of $V_{\text{step}}$ values for the 11 transitions between consecutive base pairs (referred to as dimer steps) within the sequence (Figure 1). Then, using a series of less-than (<) or greater-than (>) comparisons, the program uses the ordered $V_{\text{step}}$ values to classify each TA site and its flanking nucleotides into one of five classes (4*-peak, 3.5-peak, 3-peak, 2.5-peak and basal). For each schematic, the TA-peak is shown in bold and is generated from the [4], [5] and [6] $V_{\text{step}}$ values, where [5] always has a $V_{\text{step}}$ value of 6.3. For the 4*-peak and 3.5-peak patterns, the light lines represent peaks or half-peaks that must be on at least one or can be on both sides of the central TA-peak. The patterns shown in Figure 1 show mirror images because the transposon can integrate in either direction into the symmetrical TA dinucleotide basepairs. For the 3-peak and 2.5-peak patterns, the peaks flanking the TA-peak can be to the left or the right of the TA-peak. Experimentally, 2.5-, 3- and 3.5-peak pattern target sites exhibited negligible differences in their abilities to attract SB transposons, so they were grouped together. This allowed us to simplify our TA site classification into three groups, preferred sites (4*-peak), semi-preferred sites (3.5/3.2.5-peak) and basal sites. With these definitions, for every bin of a given length of DNA, the total number of each class of TA site per bin is tallied for the input sequence. Using weighted coefficients (shown in bold in the equation below) for each class of TA site from the pFV/Luc data in Table 1,
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step, and generates tab-delineated output files similar to that of ProTIS. ProTIS, including further instructions, is available for download on the Hackett lab website http://www.cbsumn.edu/labs/perry/ as open-source code. Control sequences are scored. The asterisks indicate the three most likely regions for integration based on ProTIS analysis and the arrow indicates a region that has a high number of TA sites, but relatively few integrations.

Table 1. SB transposition-site preferences as a function of V

pattern # target sites (% of total)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Sites Hit</th>
<th>Insertions/Site</th>
<th>Preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pFV/Luc:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basal</td>
<td>299 (61%)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Preferred</td>
<td>154 (31%)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred</td>
<td>36 (7%)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Braf Intron-9:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Sites Hit</th>
<th>Insertions/Site</th>
<th>Preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basal</td>
<td>209 (60%)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Preferred</td>
<td>105 (19%)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred</td>
<td>33 (10%)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Mbp Chromosome 1:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Sites Hit</th>
<th>Insertions/Site</th>
<th>Preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basal</td>
<td>117 454 (56%)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.00004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5-peak</td>
<td>67 070 (32%)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.00022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred</td>
<td>23 775 (11%)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.00059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A total of 11 sites were hit; one was hit twice for a total of 12 hits.
Six sites were hit; two were hit twice for a total of eight hits.

A Total V
step score can be calculated for each bin using the equation:

\[
V_{\text{step}} = \sum_{N-N^+}\left[13\text{(# preferred sites)} + 5\text{(# semi-preferred sites)} + 1\text{(# basal sites)}\right].
\]

The script produces a tab-delineated table output that is then conveniently analyzed and graphed using Microsoft Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA).

Analyzing V
step and A-philicity profiles of insect transposons and retroviruses
An additional script was generated to accept tabulated integration site data from different sources. The V
step classifier script can accept sequence information accumulated in integration-site studies. The script takes each line of the tabulated data, extracts the pertinent sequence information, assigns both the V
step and A-philicity values to each dimer step, and generates tab-delineated output files similar to that of ProTIS. ProTIS, including further instructions, is available for download on the Hackett lab website http://www.cbsumn.edu/labs/perry/ as open-source code. Control sequences for piggyBac and P-element analyses were obtained from three separate 1 Mb regions of the Drosophila genome (4.2 BDGP release), chromosome 2L from position 10–11 Mb, chromosome 2L from position 17–18 Mb and chromosome 3L from position 11–12 Mb.

Statistical analysis
To examine the relationship between the ProTIS prediction, based on the Total V
step score and known insertion sites, we fit a Poisson regression model. This model takes the number of insertions into each bin as a measurement of ‘insertion activity’ in that region and compares it with the predicted score for that bin made by ProTIS. To take into account that the incoming transposon does not define a target sequence in terms of 100 bp bins, we fit a lag-1 autocorrelation structure. The autocorrelation structure assumes that neighboring bins are correlated at some estimated level \(p\), and that the correlation disappears exponentially with increasing genetic distance, \(p^b\). These combined methods measure the relationship of the insertion activity and Total V
step scores across the entire target sequence and calculate regression coefficients using generalized estimating equations. The robust standard errors associated with this analysis were used to derive P-values (24). The regression coefficient, in turn, can be used to derive a relative risk value \(e^\beta\). In this case, \(e^\beta\) correlates an increase in Total V
step score for any bin, compared with any particular TA site, with the likelihood that a transposon will insert in the bin. For the pFV/Luc integrations, (Results) this fit yielded a regression coefficient \(\beta = 0.05\) and corresponds to a relative risk of \(e^\beta = 1.05\). A comparison of the Total V
step values of bins 17 and 22 in Figure 2a, which have nearly the same number of TA sites, 15 and 16 respectively, but different Total V
step scores of 72 and 27, respectively, gives a difference of 45. The difference of 45 corresponds to 9.5-fold (\(e^{45/27}\)) increase in the likelihood that an insertion will occur in bin 17 compared to 22. Likewise, fitting an equivalent model for the Braf data...
(Results) yields a slightly smaller regression coefficient $\beta = 0.045$. Interpreting this coefficient means that an increase in the Total $V_{step}$ score of 20 raises the probability of an insertion by $e^{20\beta} = 2.46$, while an increase of 40 raises the probability of an insertion by $e^{40\beta} = 6.05$.

**RESULTS**

Development of an algorithm for $V_{step}$ profiles of transposon-integration sites

Our analysis began with SB transposons, which always integrate into the simple dinucleotide sequence TA (25). The DNA structural parameter $V_{step}$ is a measurement of the protein-induced deformability of DNA sequences, gathered from the analysis of DNA molecules bound and unbound by proteins (26). A $V_{step}$ value correlates with the level of deformability of the DNA double helix at the transition between two consecutive base pairs in a sequence (dimer steps, Figure 1 top panel) (26). Using an intra-plasmid transposition analysis that examined 100 bp of the 7758 bp pFV/Luc plasmid, we found that potential TA-integration sites could be divided into three groups with a 16-fold range for integration preference based upon $V_{step}$ patterns of base pairs flanking the target TA dinucleotide (23).

Based on this very special case, we extended our analysis of target-site selection to refine our ability to predict preferred SB integration sites. Since establishing a $V_{step}$ profile for extended regions is extremely tedious, we generated a Perl script that analyzes every TA site in a DNA sequence and assigns a $V_{step}$ value to consecutive transitions between base pairs flanking the site. The series of $V_{step}$ values corresponding to the dimer steps in the sequence can be graphed to establish a pattern that can be used to distinguish various integration sites. Each TA site is then classified in terms of likelihood of transposon integration based on which of the three categories of $V_{step}$ patterns it mimics (Materials and Methods).

Our analysis of the entire 7758 bp plasmid revealed that a 12 bp window, including 5 bp flanking each side of a target TA dinucleotide, was sufficient to distinguish four TA-site $V_{step}$ profiles that differed in their integration potentials when compared with a non-preferred, or basal, TA site (Figure 1, bottom panel). To facilitate our analyses, we combined several profiles of TA sites that have similar $V_{step}$ patterns into a single category (Figure 1, Semi-preferred), so that any TA site in a target falls into one of three groups—preferred, semi-preferred or basal. As shown in Table 1, these groups vary more than 10-fold in integration preference. We next sought to test whether ‘weighing’ each TA site based on the observed integration frequencies and summing the weighted scores of all TA sites in a given region could be used to predict the likelihood of integration into that region. For this we modified our script to bin the input sequence, tally each class of TA site, sum their relative weights using the preferences in Table 1 as coefficients and generate a ‘Total $V_{step}$ score’ for each bin. We called this Perl script ProTIS®.

The distribution of TA sites for the entire pFV/Luc sequence is shown in Figure 2a. The sequence is divided into 100 bp bins and the numbers of each type of TA site within each bin are enumerated. The theoretical plot for the Total $V_{step}$ scores for pFV/Luc is shown in Figure 2b and the actual distribution of integrations (23) is shown in Figure 2c. Two regions, Amp and Ori of pFV/Luc, are under-represented (shaded regions) because insertions into these regions can disrupt the selection method for recovering events. When the entire sequence is divided into 100 bp bins, and the numbers of insertions sites into each bin are treated as events from a Poisson distribution, the experimental data, outside of Amp and Ori, show a statistically significant overlap with the Total $V_{step}$ scores plot ($P < 0.0001$).

As an alternative approach based on the apparent overlap in the distribution of TA dinucleotides in Figure 2a and the integration profile in Figure 2c, we tested whether the TA-dinucleotide distribution alone would be an equally faithful predictor of integration sites. Similar significance of an overlap between the TA distribution and integration pattern was found using the aforementioned statistical method ($P < 0.0001$). The residual deviance, however, is larger in this model and so the regression fit is inferior to the use of Total $V_{step}$ scores when using the number of TAs. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) formally compares two model fits based on their likelihoods (27). Fitting the model using a TA tally results in a larger AIC, 328.2, than using the Total $V_{step}$, 312.9. These results suggest that the Total $V_{step}$ is the better predictor of insertion sites. Accordingly, using the training set of interplasmid transposition events and the Total $V_{step}$ score, we identified a method that could potentially predict the outcomes of applied genetic studies using SB transposons.

**Remobilization of transposons into the ninth intron of the mouse Braf gene**

The key to identifying preferred sites in chromatin is to examine multiple integrations into a limited genomic region and quantify variations from Poisson statistics. Such data became available from a study in which the SB transposon, T2/Onc, was engineered to elicit gain-of-function mutations and accelerate tumor formation in somatic tissues of mice lacking the p19ARF tumor suppressor (4). The most frequent oncogenic insertion site was intron-9 of the Braf gene. All of the 25 analyzed insertions in intron-9 were oriented toward the 10th exon (Figure 3a), resulting in a transcript encoding the kinase domain of Braf that acts as a dominant oncogene. Of the 347 potential TA-integration sites in the 4069 bp intron, 22 were targets and three sites were hit twice. In this case, the probability of two insertions into a single TA site is 0.07 and the odds of this happening three times are 0.0004, which strongly suggested the existence of preferential insertion sites.

Because translation of the N-terminally truncated Braf polypeptide is initiated from an internal start codon in exon-10, we assumed any T2/Onc insertion regardless of location or reading frame in Braf intron-9 would lead to oncogenic selection, and that the uneven distributions of insertions were the result of preferential target site selection. We thus identified these events as a dataset with which to test our method and ran ProTIS® on the intron-9 sequence. The individual $V_{step}$ profiles for T2/Onc-targeted sites in intron-9 are shown in Supplementary Figure 1. Table 1 shows the distribution of integrations into the various categories of
profiles for the 347 sites. The 33 sites with preferred-site profiles had a 20% hit rate, the 105 predicted semi-preferred sites had an 11% hit rate, and the 209 basal sites showed only a 2% hit rate. These data strongly suggest a 5- to 10-fold preference for integrations at semi-preferred sites and preferred sites in intron-9 compared with basal sites.

V<sub>step</sub>-profiling of an extended chromosomal region

SB transposons resident in a mouse chromosome can be remobilized to new sites, most often within ~10 Mb of their original locus (6,28–31), providing another source of densely localized transposon integrations. We thus examined 3.2 Mb of mouse chromosome 1 (position 158,550,000–161,750,000 bp according to NCBI m33 build) in which 34 remobilized transposition events were mapped in the vicinity of a transgenic donor concatemer of SB transposons (4). As shown in Figure 4a, this region (asterisk) is ~15 Mb from the concatemer (arrow). In this region there are 208,299 TA sites corresponding to approximately one TA site per 15 bp. Of these TA sites, ProTIS<sup>©</sup> predicts 117,454 basal, 67,070 semi-preferred and 23,775 preferred TA sites. The distribution of sites was divided into 32,000 bins of size 100 bp, in terms of either map position (Figure 4b) or Total V<sub>step</sub> score (Figure 4c). The average Total V<sub>step</sub> score per 100 bp bin over the entire region is 23 (range from 0 to 435) and transposons inserted into intervals with an average score of 50 (range from 9 to 250). Thus, the insertions clearly are skewed towards the higher V<sub>step</sub> values (P < 0.0001). Table 1 shows that the distribution of integrations into each V<sub>step</sub> profile category is similar to the integration preferences observed in pFV/Luc and Braf intron-9.

Application of the ProTIS<sup>©</sup> method to a genomic target of therapeutic vectors

The randomness of integration sites is an area under discussion with regard to vectors for gene therapy, including
SB-based vectors (2,3,32). However, the potential of severe adverse effects following random integration has been a concern (33,34). In particular, two cases of acute lymphoblastic leukemia in children followed transfer of the IL-2γc gene in retrovirus-based vectors. Each apparently resulted from an insertional activation of the LMO2 oncogene followed by selective outgrowth of the treated cells (35,36). Because SB transposons are being developed as gene therapy vectors (3), selective outgrowth of the treated cells (35,36). Because SB was the first DNA-based transposable element, lepidopteran Drosophila and (TA)n repeats have a 13-fold predicted preference for transcriptional units, we hypothesized that they might exhibit target-site selection patterns that derive from a simple tandem repeat, (TCTA)n. (10,13), 148 simian immunodeficiency virus (13) and 551 avian sarcoma-leukosis virus (13,14) integration sites for both transposons we used the same procedure to identify preferential integration sites as we did for SB integrations: (i) find insertion hotspots, (ii) develop rules based on these sequences and (iii) test the rules against a much larger set of integrations. In contrast with what we found for SB transposons, there was no consistent Vstep pattern shared amongst either the piggyBac or P-element integration sites (Supplementary Figures 2 and 3).

Retroviruses have been utilized in genetic screens and for germline and somatic transgenesis in vertebrates for decades. Weak consensus sequences are found at the integration sites of several retroviruses (16,19), based upon the examination of relatively few integration sites scattered across a target genome. Using curated data kindly provided by Drs Xiaolin Wu and Alex Holman, we examined 695 murine leukemia virus (19), 1371 human immunodeficiency virus-1 (10,13), 148 simian immunodeficiency virus (13) and 551 avian sarcoma-leukosis virus (13,14) integration sites for Vstep patterns that would aid in predicting integration preferences (Figure 6). As with P-elements, we found symmetric patterns that overlap with the base pairs involved in the target site duplication for most family members. Importantly, these patterns are based on the same compilations used to identify unique, weak consensus sequences for the various viruses (16,19) and cannot be used to generate algorithms alone. The indicated patterns shown in Figure 6 suggest that Vstep rules for identifying preferential integration sites might exist, but adequately dense sources of in vivo integration sites for these vectors, along with the identification

Profiling other transposable elements and retroviruses

Although SB was the first DNA-based transposable element developed to deliver DNA sequences into mammalian genomes, lepidopteran piggyBac transposons and Drosophila P-elements are powerful germline-transformation tools in insects (38,39). Although both of these vectors have significantly strong preferences for transcriptional units, we hypothesized that they might exhibit target-site selection patterns related to DNA structure that would further define sites of integration within genes. Accordingly, we examined the integration-site sequence-tags deposited in GenBank from multiple investigations. The single largest deposit of integration sites was generated by Exelixis and comprises over 18,000 piggyBac and 6500 P-element insertions (20,40). We refined the piggyBac data to 11791 integrations that could be identified by the TATA sequence recognized by piggyBac transposase and 5070 P-element integrations into validated genomic sequences. For both transposons we used the same procedure to identify preferential integration sites as we did for SB integrations: (i) find insertion hotspots, (ii) develop rules based on these sequences and (iii) test the rules against a much larger set of integrations. In contrast with what we found for SB transposons, there was no consistent Vstep pattern shared amongst either the piggyBac or P-element integration sites (Supplementary Figures 2 and 3).
of hotspots, are still required to generate appropriate algorithms.

DISCUSSION

The observation that hotspots for SB transposon integration do not always match the published consensus sequence from different studies (23) led us to investigate other properties of sequences surrounding target sites. The data presented in this report confirm our hypothesis that SB transposase recognizes distinct structural features in DNA sequences, regardless of primary DNA sequence, that can be described by the $V_{\text{step}}$ DNA-deformation parameter. Preferential TA-integration sites can be identified by specific $V_{\text{step}}$ profiles of the DNA sequences flanking a TA site, regardless of whether the target sequence is a 100 bp segment of a plasmid, an entire plasmid, or a portion of an actively transcribed gene or bulk chromatin (Table 1). This method is more accurate than a simple distribution of TA sites in a target sequence. As transposon insertions approach saturation of a target genome, the ProTIS algorithm will provide a closer approximation, in part, because some simple repeat sequences containing TA dinucleotides have a greater ability to attract SB transposons than other repeats containing TA dinucleotides. For instance, a 100 bp target consisting of the repeat (TATC)$_{25}$ translates into a Total $V_{\text{step}}$ score of 325, whereas a 100 bp sequence consisting of the repeat (TACT)$_{25}$ has a Total $V_{\text{step}}$ score of only 25. Each sequence represents an equal number of TA target sites and the same base composition, but when compared, translate into a 13-fold difference in the number of integrations that would be observed. Nevertheless, genomes are vast and non-uniform in terms of structure, protein associations, methylation, compaction, etc. Thus, it would not be surprising that in some cases predictions made by ProTIS will fail.

The application of SB to forward-genetic studies (4,5) has opened possibilities for the identification of novel genes that influence the formation of various tumor types. Repeated observation of transposon-induced mutations in the same gene in several different tumor samples identifies that gene as a candidate cancer gene. ProTIS will be a valuable tool in this field, helping geneticists to distinguish between those events that are truly biologically significant common sites of integration from those events that are biased to be repeatedly tagged because of an abundance of preferred integration sites.

SB transposase has catalytic properties that are shared by other DDE-type recombinases, including retroviral integrases (41). Consequently, we reasoned that these other enzymes might also have integration site preferences that are based on local DNA structure. However, even though thousands of integration sites have been recorded for various viral vectors, there are no reports of regions of chromatin that harbor densities of integrations that result in multiple integrations into a single site, a requirement for defining $V_{\text{step}}$-based rules for preferential integration sites. Thus, quantitative measurements that generate rules for prediction of structure-based preferential integration sites for piggyBac and P-element transposons as well as for retroviruses are not possible using this approach with currently available datasets.

Although sequence-based assays for examining some retroviral integration patterns in defined targets have been developed (42-44), hundreds of integration sites for any vector will likely have to be generated to generate rules for predicting preferred sites. Many factors have been shown to influence the integration of retroviral and lentiviral integration including preferences to integrate into transcription units, gene expression profiles of the target cell genome, nucleosome packing of chromatin, sequence motifs such as CpG islands (45) and growth arrest of cultured cells in the case of HIV integration (46). Our understanding of the contributions of these factors is insufficient for prediction of retroviral integration sites. Perhaps local DNA structure, as we have shown for SB transposons, plays yet another role in defining preferential sequences for integration. For example, it may provide a mechanism by which HIV prefers to avoid integration into or near CpG islands because the structure of dimer steps in the CpG sequence is not favorable to integration. Validation of this hypothesis requires a substantial dataset of numerous integrations into a small, defined target sequence to identify specific $V_{\text{step}}$ patterns common to the most preferred insertion sites. Otherwise, $V_{\text{step}}$ analyses provide essentially the same information as a consensus sequence.

Our examination of SB transposon integrations in ~0.1% of the euchromatic genome (Table 1) suggest that the ~200 million TA sites in the mouse genome, ~10% (20 million) will be preferred sites that would account for 55% of transposon insertions, whereas 120 million (60%) basal TA sites would attract only 5% of transposon insertions. We expect the same results in humans. Thus, although SB transposons can integrate into practically any TA site, within a given region about half will go to only 10% of the available sites. This information is important for evaluating SB transposons for both insertional mutagenesis and as a vector for gene therapy.

Our analysis of integration sites is applicable to understanding the biology of other transposons whose consensus preferences are already known. For example, the Tc1 transposon in Caenorhabditis elegans that integrates into TA sites has a consensus sequence GA(G/T)(A/G)TA(T/C)(G/T) (47,48). One hotspot, TGTTGTATGTCT, was hit 51 times in 166 mapped insertions (49). $V_{\text{step}}$ analyses of the consensus and hot spot match the most preferred category for SB transposition. In contrast, the integration consensus sequence for a related C.elegans transposon, Tc3, does not match that of Tc1 and the $V_{\text{step}}$ profile of both its consensus and most preferred integration site, ACTAATATTATG, are distinctly different from Tc1 and SB (49,50). Specifically, there is extra spacing in the most preferred Tc3 profile on both sides of the TA peak compared with the profiles for Tc1 and SB (Supplementary Figure 4). Likewise, some of the hottest sites for Drosophila Himar1 integration (51) also match the $V_{\text{step}}$ profiles of SB and Tc1.

Repetitive (mobile) elements play a significant role in genome evolution (52-54). For instance, the most prominent differences in the human and chimpanzee genomes are rates of transposable element insertions and new insertions of novel retroviral elements (55). Until now, parameters governing the integration of transposons and proviruses have been ignored. By identifying preferences for the different classes
of repetitive elements, it should be possible to determine the role(s) of natural selection on newly introduced elements by comparing their observed distributions compared with the theoretical expectations. Because viral elements comprise a significant proportion of mammalian genomes, further work in identifying the rules for their integration preferences will be of interest to those studying evolution as well as those interested introducing new genetic sequences into genomes for functional genomic studies and therapeutic purposes.

**SUPPLEMENTARY DATA**

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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